Move your way from station to station along the
Story Factory conveyor belt, unleash your creativity,
and write an original story.

We guarantee your story will be completely unique!

In the ﬁrst bubble, write the ﬁrst Street name you think of,
and your favourite Sweet. This is how you ﬁnd out your
character name e.g. Cleveland Snickers.
For the second bubble, pick one of the ﬁve senses. Then
think of the most boring thing you can involving this
sense e.g. taste = oatmeal. This is the factory where your
character works.
For the third and fourth bubble, use the fortune teller to
ﬁnd answers - twice. One answer is your character’s
special skill, the other is their embarrassing secret.

Roll a dice to ﬁll in the ﬁrst bubble. This will decide what will help your
character make a change in their life.
1 = Excitement
2 = Power
4 = Happiness (following a passion) 3 = Money
5 = A Relationship (friend or love) 6 = Roll again!
Then think about why they need this eg. Money to buy an airplane, or a
Relationship because they are lonely.
For the second bubble, play Scissors, Paper, Rock to decide whether the
character’s obstacle is Emotional (scissors), Physical (paper), or Mental
(rock).
Now, get CREATIVE - why exactly is this obstacle stopping them from
achieving change. Do they need to win a quiz to get the money? Are
they too nervous to make a new friend?

Special skill or embarrassing secret? Flip a coin to ﬁll the bubble.
Heads = Skill

Tails = Secret

Time for more CREATIVITY! Solve your character’s problem using
either their skill or secret. e.g. if they need to climb a mountain
before they can get the crown to become king, then their secret
diet of bugs might give them extra strength, or maybe their skill of
talking to chickens helps them get over their fear of ﬂying and
they can ﬁnally go skydiving.
So how does it end?! Having come this far, what has your character
discovered about themselves? What’s changed about how they
see the world? What do they now want to do more than anything
else? Whatever you want your character to do last is ﬁne - your
story, your ending!
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We guarantee your story will be completely unique!

Your character, ____________________ ,
works at a __________________ factory.
They have a special skill, which is
__________________________________
and an embarrassing secret, which is
__________________________________.

What do they WANT, so that something
can change in their life? __________
What will they change once they get this?
__________________________________
What is getting in their way? _______
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Will your character use their skill or their
secret to overcome the obstacle? _____
How? _____________________________
What do they do now that things have changed?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Now you have a totally unique story! But there are still more details you could add... So why not try
and write out your story again, but with more ideas, more descriptions, more characters, more more more!

